Adapt a night in an urban setting, our chiseled superhero, Blackout, descends from the sky. His black cape fills the frame like open wings as he dropshis catchphrase, "Lights out!" The first villain, his face showing his disdain for Blackout, says, "Not him!" But Felixa the catwoman shows no sign of fear as she pulls her carpet bag and says, "mmm ... need my bag of tricks .. : A third member of the crew, a dapper man whose outfit is patterned with lightbulbs, steadies his bowler hat and with heavyset eyes, he quips, "IDEA: RUN!" Another incat costume, says, "mmm ... l need my bag of tricks" and another figures says, "IDEA: RUN!" At the center top, a superhero illustrated in the aesthetic style of superheroes from the late 1970s and early 1980s, Blackout wears a mask shaped with a great horned grimace. He reacts to Blackout, "Not him!' monopours from the sack slung over his shoulder after a spur-shaped weapon has pierced his bag. A woman with a pointy chin in a cat bodysuit, inspired by the 1920s animated art of Felix the Cat, her face neutral and feminine, says, "mmm ... need my bag of tricks!" In the bottom right corner, a man wears a suit patterned in lightbulbs, a tie with a Felix the Cat image, and a bowler hat with a lightbulb. He has deep sunken eyes surrounded by dark circles, as he glances behind him steadying his bowler hat. "IDEA: RUN!" he says, his word bubble shaped as a lightbulb.